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Topics covered today

• Introduction to HERE Technologies
• Brief on HERE GDPR Program execution
• Key findings from our international consumer study on
location data privacy and trust
• Brief look at the future
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The map is evolving

Full impact of rich sensors, connectivity and big data analytics

# 23bn connected devices
2020

# 250m connected cars
# Sensor data explosion
# 50x more data of
higher quality at faster speed

Privacy at HERE
• Privacy and data governance
ingrained in all relevant processes,
operations and products
• Not using consumers’ personal data
to target them for advertising
• We work on the basis that our data
strategy must coexist within the
bounds of the personal comfort of the
provider of the data
• We strive to be the guardian of a
trusted, location cloud ecosystem
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GDPR Program Setup
•

Managed as a program at the HERE Level to ensure enterprise compliance, with participation
from every business unit and corporate function

•

Regulatory Compliance – 13 domains, 70 line item requirements linked to mandates in the
articles of the GDPR.

•

Governance & Organizational Impact – Made global organizational changes to uphold and
enhance HERE’s commitment to security and privacy.

•

Contract Review & Updates – Review, update, modification, and some renegotiation for
hundreds of contracts for GDPR alignment.

•

Data Protection Process Improvements – Created new processes, training, and change
mechanisms for assessing and addressing granular risks to all personal data across the HERE
enterprise.

•

Policies, Procedures, & Guidance - Authored and updated dozens of procedural docs, official
policies, & steering guidance.

•

Training and Communication – Creation of training and awareness campaigns for multiple
internal audiences.
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International study of consumer attitudes on location data and
privacy
• We want to understand better consumers’
views on privacy and data sharing practices
today and in a future world
• The big question: how will people control
their exposure to others in the Internet of
Everything?
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Methodology of study
The research was conducted between July and October 2017. We
engaged 8,130 consumers and seven experts for 208,665
minutes altogether. Our multi-method approach consisted of
three parts:
• An online quantitative survey involving 8,073 respondents
from Australia, Brazil, France, Germany, Japan, The
Netherlands, the UK and the US. The country samples of 1,000
respondents are nationally representative on key
demographic criteria (gender, age, geography & education).
• An online qualitative consumer immersion in Germany, the UK
and the US and involving 57 participants who own and use a
smartphone, including a mix of those open (OTS – Open To
Sharing) and not open to sharing (NOTS – Not Open To
Sharing) their location data.
• Additionally, one hour in-depth phone interviews were carried
out with 7 internal and external experts, along with extensive
desk research.
The project was carried out by BuzzBack Market Research, UK,
together with the HERE Market Intelligence team.
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External experts:
Maya Ganesh, PhD researcher
Ljuba Kerschhofer-Wallner,
Senior Manager in Risk Advisory at Deloitte GmbH
Jules Polonetsky,
CEO of the Future of Privacy Forum

Sarah Williams,
Associate Professor of Technology and Urban
Planning at MIT
Internal experts:
Philip Fabinger,
Global Privacy Counsel at HERE Technologies
Henri Kujala,
Chief Privacy Officer at HERE Technologies
Ivan Sucharski,
Senior Data Scientist at HERE Technologies

How we structured the report
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•

Current location data sharing behavior

•

Influence of data collector’s industry on data sharing

•

Influence of benefits on data sharing

•

Influence of transparency on data sharing

•

Influence of control on data sharing

•

Future outlook

•

Country differences

Key findings 1/4
A somewhat depressing picture illustrating a lack of trust and transparency…
• 20% of people feel they have full control over their personal location data
• 44% share location data with apps and service providers unintentionally
• 76% feel stressed or vulnerable when sharing their location data
Meanwhile…
• The clear majority do not actively engage with their location data settings on their devices
• Less than a fifth trust in laws and regulations to protect against misuse of their location
data … or trust that services collecting their location data will handle their data
appropriately
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Key findings 2/4
Greater transparency and greater controls = increased willingness to share
location data…

• 70% said they would grant access to a data collector if they knew why their
location data was needed, what it was used for, and that it was protected,
stored safely or systematically deleted
• A similar number said they would also allow access if they could more
easily change their settings, withdraw access and delete their history
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Key findings 3/4
People are open to new privacy management technologies…
• 63% said they would use a ‘privacy service’, which would manage their privacy settings based on
their preferences on any device that they use
• 51% said they would entrust their private data management needs to an Artificial Intelligence
(AI) bot
What’s in it for me?
• Among the many benefits gained by sharing their location data, people ranked greater car
safety the highest, with some 73% of people saying they would be likely to share their location
data in such a scenario
• Services which enable people to save money, get discounts and rewards also ranked highly.
• In more futuristic scenarios, 72% of consumers would be willing to share their location data for
an autonomous car to find the most efficient routes, while 69% would share to enable a drone
to find a missing person, pet or item
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Key findings 4/4
• Australian consumers are cautious about their location data and are more concerned about
lack of transparency than the average
• Brazilians are the most enthusiastic about sharing today, especially in the social context
• France is the country where the ‘privacy paradox’ is most evident – with people expressing
high concern about their privacy, but being less likely to do anything about it
• In Germany, safety is paramount when it comes to sharing location data, with Germans
more likely to restrict access and share location data with fewer apps than the global
average
• Consumers in Japan are the most anxious and strongly restrict access today, but they are
willing to share for greater convenience and time savings
• The Dutch are pragmatic in their behavior and value personalized services and increased
control
• UK consumers are the least restrictive in their behavior and less anxious than others
• Americans trust ride hailing companies more than their government when it comes to
location data
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The lack of trust is problematic today, but greater
challenges are around the corner
•

Today’s privacy practices will not easily
translate to a future where time-sensitive
and m2m communications are becoming
more widespread

•

Great risk if privacy practices continue to
be dominated by a click-to-consent
approach

•

Development of privacy-as-a-service
concepts is critical
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Download the complete report
https://www.here.com/file/27196/download?token=wJ9Gp6Bi
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Thank you
Contact

Henri Kujala
henri.kujala@here.com
HERE Technologies

This presentation is for informational purposes only and is protected by copyright controlled by HERE. All rights are reserved. Use of any elements or all of this presentation
requires the prior written consent of HERE. This material may contain confidential information, which may not be disclosed to others without the prior written consent of HERE.

